
Education Sessions and Electives 
National Academy, Rider Rally, Telemark Academy 2023 

Big Sky, Montana  

See the full event schedule. 

Interski General Sessions: All Disciplines 

PSIA-AASI National Team Interski Reflections and Takeaways (Monday 5 – 6 p.m., Missouri 
Ballroom) 

International Interski Reflections and Takeaways (Tuesday 5 – 6 p.m., Missouri Ballroom) 

Snowboard Interski Reflections and Takeaways (Wednesday 5 – 6 p.m., Lamar Gibbon Room) 

Telemark Interski Reflections and Takeaways (Wednesday 5 – 6 p.m., Cheyenne Room) 

Interski Indoor Electives: All Disciplines 

People Skills 2.0 (Tue. 2 – 4 p.m., Amphitheater): Round table discussion on the fundamentals 
and navigating the new national standards and how they are shaping modern instruction. 

Decision Making (Thu. 2 – 4 p.m., Amphitheater): Learn why PSIA-AASI places so much 
importance on instructor decision-making as a component of the Learning Connection. 

Bootfitting Electives: All Disciplines 

Bootfitting Know Your Numbers (Tue. 2 – 4 p.m., Dunraven): This session will address what is 
your “optimal and neutral” platform for efficient skiing and riding. You’ll learn about equipment 
set-ups to match your anatomy. Attend to get tips to finding appropriate products, and 
adjustments, to aid skeletal efficiency. Learn movement analysis cues as related to equipment. 
You’ll take a deep dive into range of motion, and the associated footbed, fitting, flex, and 
alignment package. Open to all disciplines. 

Bootfitting Sessions (Sun. through Thu. 4 – 7 p.m., Dunraven): Stance and balance focused. 
Footbeds, fore/aft adjustments, flex corrections, cuff alignment, canting. Recommend all 
attendees solve any fitting issues prior. An extension of “Know Your Numbers” clinics to follow 
up with product position changes to maximize clinic participation. Fees are based on work 
performed, meaning there is additional cost to boot work. Available for all disciplines. 

https://www.thesnowpros.org/download/National-Academies-Schedule_FY23_Final.pdf


Alpine Elective Key 

Use this key to get a sense of the pacing and terrain the alpine electives will ski. 

• Corner 1 – Leisurely pace, on-pisté terrain
• Corner 2 – Faster pace, on-pisté terrain
• Corner 3 – Faster pace, on- and off-pisté terrain
• Corner 4 – Fastest pace, on- and off-pisté terrain

Alpine Electives 

All electives listed below are on-snow, except for the Rollerblade elective which will take place 
in the Cheyenne room. On-snow electives will meet outside, and up the hill, from the Huntley 
Dining Room. Electives will be split on pace and ability. 

Adaptive Experience Elective (Tue.): Crossover session to learn more about teaching adaptive 
sports. Join Geoff Krill and Mike Ma in this experiential approach to teaching adaptive sports. 
Get the latest from around the world as they bring back Interski highlights.   

Advanced Freestyle (Thu.): This elective is designed to grow your park expertise. To participate, 
you should already be comfortable in the park.  Designed for more proficient park riders.  

Advanced Steeps & Bumps (Tue., Wed., Thu.): Explore all Big Sky’s famous terrain and evolve 
your bump & steep skiing skills. This is for those already comfortable in these situations. 
Designed for corners 3 & 4.  

Bootfitting On-Snow Applications (Wed.): Perform simple and effective drills to highlight fore & 
aft, side-to-side, and up and down planes of movement. You’ll focus on neutral stance through 
dynamic practice to give us the target to hone in on abilities and deficiencies, and whether or 
not your equipment complements or inhibits functional sliding. Get real-time adjustments to 
effect noticeable changes. Limited to 15 participants.  

Cardo (Wed.): Learn about the hands free, wireless outdoor communication device that’s 
perfect for social settings and as a teaching tool. Experience firsthand how to use the Cardo 
Packtalk system and the benefits it provides to the snowsports industry in this on-snow elective, 
taught by Cardo team members and group coaches. 

CARV Insoles Demo (Wed.): This elective allows for a chance to explore this new technology and 
explore what it can do for you as you continue toward your goals. Space is limited to the 
number of insoles available to demo. Slip an insole into your boots and explore the feedback 
with your group leader. Lead by Kevin Jordan.  

CARV Insoles Ski IQ Competition (Thu.): Test out Carv’s Ski IQ technology, an in-boot device that 
provides you with feedback and coaching via a mobile app. This elective will take you through 



the process of installing and using the device, as well as discovering the capabilities of this 
technology as an instructional tool and for your own personal development. 

Cruising Groomers (Tue., Wed., Thu.): This elective will stay on the groomed runs. Groups will 
be divided by speed and ability with a focus on improving your ability to ski groomed terrain. 
Designed for corners 1 & 2 or for those looking for a more leisurely pace. 

Intro to Bumps & Steeps (Tue., Wed., Thu.): Groups will explore easier bumps and steeper 
terrain to develop the skills needed to enjoy these situations. This is an elective designed for 
corners 1 & 2. 

Intro to Freestyle (Tue.): If the park is not your “go to” environment, this elective will introduce 
you to the freestyle world, where a different application of the Alpine Technical Fundamentals 
will lead to a deeper understanding of their meaning. You will get an introduction to the park 
and explore some basic, and achievable, freestyle maneuvers.  

Learn to Telemark and How to Teach Beginner Telemark Skiing (Tue., Thu.): This session is 
perfect for anyone that wants to try telemark skiing for the first time or is interested in how 
national team members work a beginner progression. PSIA Alpine Team member Jim Shaw has 
limited equipment to lend out, email him at jshaw@rkymtnhi.com if you’d like to reserve 
equipment. 

Mileage and Reflection (Wed., Thu.): Take some time to allow your Academy experience to find 
its place in your mind and body. It’s the perfect time for additional practice, seeking clarification 
on the things you’ve been working on, and an opportunity to deepen your understanding. 

Pattern Breakers (Wed.): We all have personal tendencies and habits, some of which can inhibit 
progress. This elective is designed to disrupt those and experience some differences from what 
your normal movement patterns are to direct your focus onto the cause-and-effect relationships 
of how we move.   

Ripping Groomers (Tue., Wed., Thu.): This elective will stay the groomed runs. Groups will be 
divided by speed and ability with a focus on refining skill application for speed and accuracy. 
Designed for corners 3 & 4.  

Rollerblade (Tue. 1:30 – 4 p.m., Cheyenne Room):  Rollerblade is an excellent cross-training 
system capable of keeping you in shape and ready for the next ski season. Come learn about 
Rollerblade, try out the product, and participate in a cross-training session to see the benefits 
for yourself. 

Women's Cruising Clinic (Thu.): Cruise Big Sky’s intermediate terrain with a group of like-minded 
women. Groups will be divided into groups by speed and ability within corners 1 and 2.   

mailto:jshaw@rkymtnhi.com


Women's Rip Session (Thu.): Explore Big Sky’s more challenging terrain with a group of like-
minded women. Groups will be divided into groups by speed and ability within corners 3 and 4. 

The Interski Experience: Alpine Electives 

All electives listed below are on-snow. On-snow electives will meet outside, and up the hill, from 
the Huntley Dining Room. Electives will be split on pace and ability. 

Australia Teach On-Snow (Thu.): Frameworks that form the backbone to the Australian 
Professional Snowsports Instructors’ (APSI) Teaching Model. Learn how an APSI Instructor 
facilitates learning for the guest to make snowsports easier and create an experience to 
remember. 

Australia Technical On-Snow (Tue.): Functional skiing that enables the person to think, learn, 
and grow. How to create an awareness and responsibility for change to achieve better 
performance. 

Decision Making On-Snow (Tue.): This workshop will explore a decision-making process that 
happens continuously throughout the entire lesson. 

Canada Teaching Concepts On-Snow (Thu.): This workshop will focus on the relationship of the 
teacher and the learner through the CSIA’s Collaborative Teaching Approach. This approach 
provides a framework prioritizing the connection between the teacher and learner while 
acknowledging that every lesson is unique. 

Canada Technical On-Snow (Tue.): This “What We Do” workshop focuses on the Canadian Ski 
Instructors Alliances’ (CSIA) Skills Framework and the relationship between the ski and the 
snow. Built on science, it provides a foundation for a common understanding of skiing when 
observing, assessing, and developing skiers. 

Slovenia No Base, No Race On-Snow (Tue.): Methodical instructions to improve skiing from 
beginner to expert skiers will be presented. Advanced skiing characteristics are closely related to 
the introduction of speed so the methods can be used to turn a good student into a future ski 
racer. Exercises are used to help them learn specific characteristics in unlimited space and then 
slowly progress to limited space with different gate settings. 

Slovenia Ski Easy Technical On-Snow (Wed.): International 5 steps, learner-centered model for 
teaching snowsports. 

New Zealand Encouraging the Learner to Take Control On-Snow (Wed.): Learn how to create 
engagement enabling your guests to take control of their own learning. 



USA Freestyle On-Snow (Wed.): Freestyle has traditionally been viewed as an additional skill set 
that allows instructors to provide engaging experiences to a wider range of guests. Freestyle 
increases the depth of knowledge in technical, teaching, and people skills. By enriching these 
skill sets with freestyle, you can provide more engaging and enriching experiences across all 
mountain environments. 

USA People Skills On-Snow (Thu.): This clinic will use synchronized skiing groups and coaching 
as a vehicle to take a deeper dive into assessing and training people skills. 

USA Teaching On-Snow (Tue., Thu.): This workshop will cover teaching with learning as an 
outcome, and explore the skill of identifying the student’s learning needs throughout the 
Teaching/Learning Cycle to create true student centered learning. 

Snowboard Electives 

All electives listed are on-snow. 

Cruising Groomers  (Thu.): If you are looking to get more comfortable on those fun
assessment activities or just looking to have a lower energy day and perfect the art of the 
skidded turn on groomers then this is the clinic for you. 

Freestyle (Thu.): Whether you are looking to lock on a specific trip, or just wanting to get 
more over comfy riding park features, this clinic is for you. We will be splitting by ability groups 
if the numbers get bigger, so come and play with us in the park. 

Learn to Telemark and How to Teach Beginner Telemark Skiing (Thu.): This session is 
perfect for anyone that wants to try telemark skiing for the first time or is interested in how 
national team members work a beginner progression. PSIA Alpine Team member Jim Shaw has 
limited equipment to lend out, email him at jshaw@rkymtnhi.com if you’d like to reserve 
equipment. 

Off-Pisté (Thu.): Come to this clinic and explore the different snow conditions and the tactics
needed to be masterful whilst doing it. From slush, crud, bumps, to powder (fingers crossed). 

Performance Carving (Thu.): Nowadays there are many fun ways to tilt your board up on edge 
and let it rip. If you are looking at adding more performance to that carved turn versus just 
riding the side-cut, come check this clinic out to feel the gggg’s. 

Steeps (Thu.): This is the premiere steep mountain with legit triple blacks. Come and play 
with methods and tactics to get your board in and out of the fall-line quickly to manage the 
steeps, and how to navigate your way smoothly. 

mailto:jshaw@rkymtnhi.com


Telemark Electives 

All electives listed are on-snow. 

All Mountain Session (Tue., Wed.): These clinics are an opportunity to explore all the terrain 
that Big Sky offers. Expect to ski a lot of terrain and meet some new challenges. 

Arc to Arc Telemark (Mon., Fri.): This clinic is all about laying clean lines. Develop your 
ability to get high-edge angles and rail turns with ease. 

The Evolution of Modern Telemark Skiing (Thu.): Learn how the techniques of modern telemark 
skiing evolved, due to changes in equipment design, as well as the influence of alpine skiing 
mechanics. Explore the impact of these changes on tactics such as turn shape, speed, and 
response to snow condition variations. Understanding how higher ski performance became 
possible through innovations in equipment, you will learn techniques to fully realize the benefits 
of the latest equipment technology. 

Intro to Steeps (Mon.): This clinic will work on building the skills necessary to explore steeper 
terrain. Develop movements and tactics to make the steep stuff fun. 

Learn to Telemark and How to Teach Beginner Telemark Skiing (Tue., Thu.): This session is 
perfect for anyone that wants to try telemark skiing for the first time or is interested in how 
national team members work a beginner progression. Expect to see crossovers from alpine, 
adaptive, and snowboard events. 

Lessons from Interski (Mon., Tue., Thu.): This clinic will be a window into all that the PSIA-AASI National
Team brought back from Interski. Hear how other countries view the sport of telemark skiing 
and how they create great guest experiences. 

Tele Bumping (Fri.): There's nothing prettier than a telemark skier moving through a bump line! 
Learn the diversity of skills it takes to move smoothly through any bump line. 

Telemark Teaching Progressions (Fri.): Explore a variety of teaching progressions that you can 
incorporate into your own lessons. 

USA On-Snow Interski Presentation (Wed.): Experience the on-snow presentation PSIA-AASI 
brought and shared at Interski. The topic is Building Guest Centered Outcomes Through 
Application of the Telemark Skiing Fundamentals. 

Variations in Application of Pressure Clinic (Wed.): This clinic will challenge your notion of how 
we use pressure control movements to create varying ski performance. 



Working the Ski (Thu.): Develop the ability and understanding to get the most performance out 
of your skis. Whether it's using the side cut or bending the ski. This clinic will help you feel what 
your ski can really do. 


